
Allen: Where students of the 
Journalism program should really 
be paying their rent money

Autzen: Home of the Ducks. 
They may say it never rains in 
Autzen stadium but it hard to 
leave there without getting wet. 

Bean: The oldest and most 
asbestos-ridden dorm building. 
Bean’s amenities also include 
lead-riddled piping, very public 
restrooms and the ability to high 
five your roommate while you 
are both in bed. 

Bikes: Common method of 
transportation for people with 
an eerily good sense of balance 
and a love for freezing hands in 
the rain. 

Birkenstocks: Favored shoe of 
hippies, outdoorsy-types, and 
girls wanting to be trendy. The 
open-toed sandals are often 
reffered to as “Air Bethlehems” 
for their remarkable similarities 
to Jesus sandals.

Brail’s: Home to the worlds best 
hangover breakfast (this one 
isn’t funny its just delicious)

Caffeine: The only known way to 
get yourself to class on a winter 
term morning when the sun 
hasn’t been seen in three weeks. 
Also a catalyst for every paper 
that is due at midnight. 

Columbia 150: An excellent 
place to take a nap during 
lectures

Common Grounds: Where 
every pound of the “freshman 
15” begin as a cheesy griller 
and artichoke dip. 

Crevice: A mythical place that 
can only be found when 
extremely intoxicated. This 
narrow path between two 
buildings is an excellent place 
to relieve yourself in a dire 
scenario but, stay too long and 
you soon find yourself covered 
in rain of dubious origins. 

Daily Emerald: The student 
news publication on campus 
that has apparently won 
numerous awards however, no 
one on campus is aware of this 
fact because no one except the 
staff and Journalism faculty 
read it

Dough Co.: A delicious and 
dangerous option for late night 
food due to the 50-50 
likelihood of your high ass 
falling asleep before its 
delivered. 

Dutch Bros: Sugar disguised as 
coffee

EMU (Erb Memorial Union: 
another clever ploy by the 
University to encourage to 
students to spend more money. 

Autzen > > > >

Bikes > > > >

Brail’s > > > >

Caffeine > > > >
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Fathoms: A place you remember 
walking into but, not out of. Also, 
PIZZA. 

Football: see Saturdays

Foreign Exchange: Responsible for 
90% of cigarette and sports car sales 
in the city of Eugene. They can often 
be found roaming campus in straight 
lines with no regard for who is 
walking around them and staring 
blankly in your discussion section 
due to their lack of knowledge of the 
English language. Also an excellent 
revenue stream for the University of 
Oregon. 

Fraternities: A mostly-pointless and 
extremely exclusive way for freshman 
boys to make friends. Fraternities are 
responsible for most of the nightlife 
for underage students and are 
responsible for the creation of *****

Fuck-It Bucket: The drink of choice 
for a student celebrating everything 
from a birthday to just surviving their 
classes that day; served only at the 
famous Taylor’s. 

Game Day: Saturday home games 
during the Fall semester where it is 
not unlikely to see young 
college-aged males shotgunning 
beers for breakfast and yelling “sco 
ducks”. Drunk students can be found 
littering the streets all day and 
bothering local families who are “just 
trying to enjoy the game”. Although 
the students claim to love the Ducks 
most do not remember going to the 
games and almost all leave by 
halftime. 

Gateway: The easiest “hard” 
class any J student has taken. 
Professors like to refer to it as 
the “gateway to hell” but, it is 
really just the gateway to an 
easy major. 

Homeless Population: A 
unique subsect of the Human 
race found roaming the streets 
of Eugene, rain or shine. Some 
believe they are possess 
magical powers, other beg for 
money, all are high on 
methamphetamine.t They are 
responsible for 99.9% of items 
stolen from front porches and 
are most easily found 
rummaging through trash 
cans. 

HPFMH: an acronym used by 
drunken wandering Eugene to 
remember the order of streets 
after Alder. It stands for Harry 
Potter Fucked Me Hard

Hydroflask: a glimmering 
beacon of hope when you 
wake up hungover in the 
morning. Also a clever way to 
sneak booze anywhere. 

IntroDucktion: A weekend 
orientation hosted for 
incoming freshman over the 
summer and most students 
first exposure to 
“gender-appropriate pronouns”

Jacqua: A frivolously 
expensive tutoring center for 
student athletes

< < Homeless Population

< < < < Hydroflask

< < < Jacqua
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Joke Book Guy: An old man 
who resembles Santa Clauss 
pedaling the “world’s funniest 
joke book” on 13th near 
campus.

Juul: A small device that looks 
oddly similar to a USB but, is 
actually a gateway to nicotine 
addiction

Kale: Food of choice for local 
Oregonian hippies

Knight Library: Where all 
hopes and dreams go to die

Kombucha: No one really 
knows what this odd beverage 
is however, rumor is it contains 
a very small alcohol 
percentage.

Lillis: Home of the business 
school and young students 
hoping to join corporate 
America. Also a lot of math… 
eww

Marucs Mariota: Living proof 
that there is a god. The former 
Heisman-winning quarterback 
led the Ducks to the national 
title game and has created a 
Eugene fan base for the 
Tennessee Titans. Nicknames 
include: Flyin’ Hawaiian, 
MariGOATa.

Math 111: The one thing 
standing between Oregon 
students and a college 
degree. The class is the 
most-failed on campus due 
in large part to misguided 
freshman enrolling for 
classes scheduled before 
noon. 

Max’s: Where every good 
night at the bars goes to die
 
Nike: The de facto sponsor 
of the University of Oregon, 
it is rumored that to be 
admitted to the school you 
must own at least 5 items of 
Nike branded clothing 

Phil Knight: A University of 
Oregon alumnus, founder of 
Nike and A man better 
known as “Uncle Phil” to 
students.

Pollen: This devilish particle 
causes intense outbreaks of 
allergies during the spring 
term
Portland: Where a student of 
the university is from if they 
are not from California. 

Puddles: The mascot for the 
University of Oregon who is 
usually found harassing 
people in the student 
section or doing push-ups 
after a Ducks touchdown. 

Juul > > > >

Knight Library > > >

Lillis > > >

Marcus Mariota > > >
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Rain: The ruiner of plans, 
shoes, morale and vitamin D. 

The Rec.: (Short for 
Recreation Center) the only 
place on campus that 
students can exercise off 
those 8 beers they had last 
night. 

The River: The beautiful 
Willamette river is home to 
many crazy homeless people, 
drunk walks to Autzen on 
game day and freshman 
trying to smoke weed without 
getting caught by their RA’s 

“Running of the Bulls”: The 
day that freshman girls who 
have participated in 
recruitment receive their bids 
and running screaming the 
streets of Eugene like a pack 
of rabid dogs or zombies. 

Ruth: The most prolific 
provider of alcohol to minors 
in all of Eugene

Saturdays: see Game Day

Spencer’s Butte: The closest 
hike to campus making it an 
optimal spot for young 
women to photograph 
themselves “enjoying nature” 

Squirrels: Friendly creatures 
who inhabit the thousands of 
trees on campus. No one has 
been able to prove it but, there 
are conspiracy theories that 
they are planning a coup of the 
University governing body. 

Taylor’s: U of O’s hallowed and 
storied center of student life. 
They have been serving 
blackouts, mistaken hookups 
and hangover for nearly 100 
years. The bar is also 
responsible for deciding that 
Wednesday is officially part of 
the weekend. 

Vegan: Don’t worry they will tell 
you they’re a vegan. These 
individuals have a strange 
sense of entitlement due to lack 
of proper nutrition. 

Webfoot: The bar you go to 
when all else fails

Weed: Something you used to 
have to buy from that sketchy 
guy you knew in the dorms but, 
is now sold in overpriced fancy 
boutiques peddling gummies 
and “cbd pens”. When ingested 
this mildly psychedelic 
substance is likely to cause: 
hunger, paranoia, dry mouth, 
silence, and short memory loss. 

21er: A night you will surely 
hear about from your friends 
but almost certainly not 
remember. This sacred holiday 
marks one’s admittance to the 
mystery place known as a bar. 

< < < Squirrels

< < < Taylor’s

< < < Spencer’s Butte
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